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THAT WILL GET 
EXPENSIVE...

Subject Sleeve wear
Stuffing box packings require the use of sleeves to protect the pump shaft. These, often very 
expensive replacement parts, will be scored by the packings. The wear is enormous. Failure of 
sealings as well as continuous maintenance work are unavoidable.

Have you calculated these maintenance and replacement costs for
worn sleeves lately?

Subject Leakage
Every seal failure is costly in itself. However, every leakage 
results in additional pollution and environmental problems 
and creates costs which are avoidable:

• Loss of pumped fluid
• Dirt and corrosion
• Environment contamination and danger potential with 
chemicals

• Production standstill

Did you ever calculate how much money you 
could safe if these problems would be avoided?

Subject Energy
Conventional packings in pumps, mixers and similar equipment 
work like driving a car with the hand break pulled. 
This unnecessary break action uses valuable and expensive energy.

Do you know the energy loss in your plant due to packings? 
Did you calculate those costs lately?

Subject Maintenance costs
Packings must be maintained and readjusted continuously to ensure controlled leakage. 
This maintenance work requires unnecessary man hours.

Do you know how many unnecessary man hours per year you pay for due to this 
unnecessary maintenance work?

 Stuffing box packings in pumps or similar equipment
 create unnecessary pollution, loss of energy and 
 man hour costs.

 Extensive sleeve wear, increased maintenance work and 
 even production standstills result in ever increasing costs   
 which have no relation at all to the actual packing costs.

Why would you not try to safe these unnecessary costs?
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THE ALTERNATIVE: 
DEPAC TYPE 270
 Mechanical seals are in comparison to packings more 
 economical and a more secure solution!

 The savings in energy-, replacement- and maintenance 
 costs are enormous!

The change over to DEPAC Type 270 is simple
and price wise extremely interesting!
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Your local DEPAC partner:

Subject Sleeve wear
Due to the fact that DEPAC Type 270 does not score the sleeves no exchange of sleeves is 
required any more.

The change over costs to DEPAC Type 270 are usually paid for by the saving of sleeves alone!

Subject Energy
By use of DEPAC Type 270 you do not install a ”break” in your pump.
Energy costs are reduced drastically.

The loss of energy, as with packings, is practically avoided!

Subject Change over
Your change over to stationary design cartridge seal technology will be made easy:

• No modification of the equipment required!
• Ease of installation through cartridge design!
• Highest safety and reliability through stationary design!

DEPAC Type 270 is surely much more economical as your present maintenance of packings 
and the continuous exchange of sleeves!

Subject Leakage
With DEPAC Type 270 you are on the safe side at all times. Unnecessary leakages are avoided.

With every DEPAC Type 270 used in your plant you are able to reduce leakages!

Subject Maintenance costs
With DEPAC Type 270 you are on the safe side at all times.. Unnecessary maintenance costs are avoided.

With every DEPAC Type 270 used in your plant you are able to reduce substantially the 
day to day running costs!
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